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I. Introduction 

In nearlv all developino countries. there are manv 
opportunities to conserve energy. Experience and analysis have 
confirmed that developing countries can improve energy 
efficiency in almost all sectors of the economv. and that 
reducina the enerav bill is normally mofe attr~ctive than 
investing additional resources to increase domestic energv 
supplies. Experience has also shown that energy conserv3tion 
and demand manaaement can produce results faster than actions 
to increase supply~ which is particularly true for the 
industrial sector. In most develooina countries. industry is 
the largest single consumer of commercial energy. Therefore. 
energy conservation policy. as the most important componenet of 
energy demand manaaement should be a critical element of an 
overall national. enerov strateqy. 

Energy consumption at national level is affected by manv 
factors: the size of the population. aross domestic product per 
capita, the structure of the economy includino the energy 
intensity of different sectors of the eccnomv. climate. 
consumer's behaviour~ etc. To implement a successful energv 
conservation oolicv, all these factors need to be taken into 
account. This analvsis should include the reasons for low 
energy intensity. It needs to identify the sectors of the 
economy havina the qreatest impact on enerav consumption and 
identify the measures which can provide the oreatest economic 
benefit. 

Specific measures for a national enerov conservation programme 
vary from country to countrv, but it is pos~ible to classify 
cateqories of aims and measures which can be used to carrv out 
a successful conservation progra~me in anv country. In most 
cases the twin goal~ are: raisina eneray efficiency and 
replacing costly fuel sources, such as oil, with cheaper ones. 

The measures are: 
a. Econ9_in.l~-f ina.12s;.i.~J. such as soft 1 oans 

subsidies~ taxes. pricino policy~ tariffs 
p•yment conditions. direct capital allocation: 

and credits, 
and special 

b. l1JstttL.!~J.Pn~1.=Q.raar:iizat~.9n'°'l. snch as aw.:1reness and 
information c~mpaiqns, approrriate institutions~ trainino 
programmes~ law~ and reoulations. en~rqv cons~rvation taroet 
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and standards. information svstems. oroanization of 
supervision and control. insoection including limitations. 
prohibitions and oenalties: 

c. !.~-~-l:!_nj._!;~J_ measures 
housekeepino analysis. 
energy system (heat. 
process modification. 
etc. 

such as olant surveys, energv 
waste ener9y reuse and co-generation. 
steam. electricity) improvements and 
provision of technical assistance, 

The same classification could also be used to identify the 
barriers and constrains hampering conservation implementations. 
The potential for the measures varies not only from country to 
country, but in manv cases from reoion to reoion within the 
country. It also varies across the consumin~ Eectors bv type 
and size of energv user. It is important to define the sectors 
where the greatest impact can be achieved with a reasonable 
amount of effort and to desian a strateqy usino all available 
policy tools to m~et desired taroets. 
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II. The Role of Industrial Eneroy Conservation 
in Deve!opinq Countries 

In the developing countries the industrial and oower sectors 
offer the largest and most easilv captured energy conservation 
potential. Energv conservation is a cheap, quic~ and relatively 
easy way for most developing countries kto stretch energy 
supply, reduce energy costs and save foreign exchange. Thus, 
energy conservation could be conceived as reolacement of supply 
so it must compete with the supply side enhancement. 

To consider advantages of conservation efforts the following 
needs to be taken into consideration: 

investment in enerqy conservation at the maroin in many 
case~ orovide better economic attractiveness than to invest 
in energy suoply. Technicallv proven. coGt-effective 
conservation techniques and processes can save developing 
countries an estimated 10 to 30 percent of industrial sector 
~neroy consumption and 10 to 25 percent of oower sector 
energy consumption: 

bv improving enerqy efficiency. the develooing countries 
dependino on energy imports can oositivelv affect balance of 
payments or debt problems and consequentlv to improve 
industrial competitiveness; 

energy conservation can e>:tend the availability of energy 
resources that are depleatable: 

investment in eneroy conservation =an of ten be implemented 
in small increments and is therefore flexible at a time when 
eneroy outlook is uncertain and capital stock needed to 
extend supply ·is not available: 

eneroy conservation reduces the environmental consequences 
of enerqy production and use in a wav which is consistent 
with enerqy policy objectives. so. in most cases 
conservation investments can be appreciated as zero 
discharge projects; 

conservation is able to lessen the 
enerqv markets and able to impose the 
balance: 

impact of thiohteninq 
overall supplv-demand 
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sustained effort in enerov conservation can also improve the 
use of noncorr.mercial enerqv resources such as work which 
will ameliorate complex social-environmental problems such 
as deforestation. 

Despite these advantaaes. economic and financial benefits. 
industrial and other enerqv consumers are often very slow of 
investing in ener9v conservation measures. Many factors can be 
identified hamperino these implementations, such as: 

to implement conservation policy is a complErn process wthich 
needs a continuous harmonization of many factors for a not 
specially spectacular aim, so the "bur~aucratic efficencv" 
is low; 

energy represents a relatively samll part of coerating cost~ 
so that energy conservation is oft~n not considered prioritv 
especially when e:-:isting faci 1 i tie~ r.ave operated well and 
virtually there is no reason to chanoe: 

lack of awareness at all levels of ~overnment and industry 
m~naoement about t~~ profitability and benefit of 
conservation measures. Onlv widespread informa:ion campaions 
embedded in a well coordinated national energy programme can 
improve the situation; 

the possible interruotion of production while implementing 
conservation measures: 

the complexity of enprgy conservation oroiects from the 
point of view of economic evaluation and the risks involved 
in adopting technolooical innovations; 

the low visibilitv of these investments which n~rmallv 
consist of a laroe number of separate small items often 
without more desirable production increase~: 

the economic climate is not espP-ciallv favourable for these 
measure~ in developinQ countries. it is difficult t~ 
qenerate internally sufficient financial resources; 

there are countrie~ with siqnificant participation of public 
ser.tor. where the emphAsis is put on expandinQ production 
rather than on improvino enerav efficiency. 

All of these advantages offered and difficulties to be overcome 
by an appropriate conservation proaram Justify the existence 
and emphasi7.e the importance of the industrial enerQy 
conservation. 
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In a~dition there is a soecial characteristic of energy 
conservation acti vi b; beinc;i crucial for the developino 
countries. namely that market forces ~lone are not enough to 
achieve the state of energy conservation which is desirable for 
a country. To define the e}:act benefit of conservation measures 
an integrated approach must be applied containing different 
component of comparison of the energy suoply siJe with the 
demand side. economic calculations showino clearly the 
profitability of different savino opportunities. takinq into 
consideration at national/regional level the cost in foreion 
currency for importing fuels. and so on. Only bv this kind of 
complex analysis it can be proven that enerov conservation 
projects are in aeneral orofitable. mainlvtbecause fuel saved 
in this way is considerably cheaper than fuel produced· from new 
resources. 

To judoe properly. the role of eneroy conservation of a 
developino country. it must also be taken into account that 
there is a widespread evidence. that mainlv developing 
economies are expandino exploration and development of 
depleatable eneroy resources and these · countries must 
concentrate more on the ootenti~l of conservation and renewable 
energy resources as exoti~ but uneconomic alternatives and 
because the known stocks of deoleatble energy r~sources amono 
developing count~ies suooest a limited base to promote economic 
growth and development. 

II.2. Potential for Enero_y_~ons~rvati9-~ 

In nearly all developing countries the:re is great potential to 
conserve energy. Experience and analysis have confirmed that 
developing countries can improve eneroy efti~iency in virtuallv 
all sectors of the national economy and to implement a 
successful eneroy conse~v~tion policy. all these possibilities 
need to he taken into account. Careful analvsis must be carried 
out to identify the sectors of the ei:onomv havino the greatest 
impact on energy consumption ~nd identify the measures which 
c~n provide the greatest economic benefic. 

The potential for conservation varies across the consuminq 
sectors ~Y type and size of enerov user. so it is important to 
determine those domains where the greatest benefit can be 
achieved with a reasonable amount of effect and to desion a 
strategy using all available policy tools to meet designed 
targets. 
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The main factors that determine the potential for energy 
savings in developino countries are the amount of energy used 
in the industrial sector. the structure of each industry, the 
type and aoe of the processes used, the energy efficiency of 
these processes and the fuel used. 

From the point of view of conservation potentials industrial 
enerov consumers can be classified into two groups. The first 
group comprises the enerov intensive industries in which energy 
costs represent a larae share of total production costs 
(15-50 1.). These industries are iron and steel. and other 
metallurgy, building materials, chemicals including fertilizer 
and food processing; these account for about half of the total 
commercial energy consumed in industry in the developing 
countries. For these industries chanQes in the cost of enerqv 
have a crucial impact on the cost of production and 
profitability. Recent experience has shown that 4-12 'l. is the 
potential efficiency improvement which can be achieved bv 
"small investment measures" i.e. mainly by imoroving plant 
energy housekeeping, and 15-25 1. is the potential energy 
savinqs by laraer investments such as retrofittino. waste heat 
recoverv, combined heat and power~ process changes and controls 
etc. The second group of industrial users comprises a multitude 
of medium size and small energy consumers. The potential energy 
savings for this oroup as a whole are also substantial and the 
appropriatP. strategy towards this aroup is to facilitate the 
flow of information on te~hniqu~s for improvino enerov 
efficiency and to ensure that financial-economic measures 
provide proper signals. 

To assess correctly the coL•ntry·s potential for industrial 
energy savings some information are substantial: 

detailed country energy balances, by sector and by source 
of energy, according to different types of fuel: 

industrial data includino product and process pattern, 
characterized by the economic output acieved; 

estimates on energy consumption performance bv industry and 
bv product and by source of enerov in term of physical 
qualities or/and economic outputs e.g. energy consumption 
per unit of oytput; 

set of references with which to compare energy consumption 
performance. namelv the deviation from some international 
standards. 

Because severe shortanes of data in most developino countrie~. 
it is very difficult to P.stimate the potential savinqs 
precisely. 
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III. Barriers and constraints to energy 
conservation 

The barriers, constraints and limitations to save energy in the 
industry are many tiraes underestimated in efforts to start 
industrial conservation programme. lt is important to identify 
at the start of the programme these factors which could 
jeopardise the saving efforts. In general constraints can b~ 
overcome by a sustained, continuous effort e.a. the lack of 
professionals for ene.-gy conservation can be overcome for 
immediate relief by hirinq some specialists from abroad and for 
longer term bv focusing on energy conservattion education and 
organizing adequate training. Barriers are mostly institutional 
such as destoring price systems and outdated taxation systems, 
and these barriers can sometimes akwardlv persistent and 
difficult to remove. Limitations. such as geographical 
location. the climate~ available mineral resources, etc:. are 
imposed on a country and not much can be done. 

There are three ~ain arouos of barriers and constraints: 

a./_fi.~~~~i~J=~_!=..Qr.~mi~ barriers. which are 
developing countries: 

Domestic ~f_!~ray__12..r::!£~?. belciw economic: cost. 
Pricing can be a strong barrier if oric:es 

tvpir::al for 

for fuels and 
electricity are subsidized. The situation is even worse 
when pricing structure i.e. the prices of different 
fuels relative to each other in a ocuntrv is distored 
relative to the price structure in the international 
markets and in relation to supply and demand conditions 
in the countrv concerned. The oric:ing of fuels and 
elec:trici ty si 1ould ref lec:t medium and lonq term 
acquisitions costs. i.e. opportunity costs. which is a 
pre-requisite to promote the efficient use of energy in 
the industry. Subsidies to fuels act as a major barrier 
to energy savinas. so it is necessary to introduce 
innovative pricina systems which reflect the economic 
svstem and the aeneral pricina policy of the ocuntries. 
Major factors to be considered are: 

- Existing distortions in enerav prices should be 
reduced prooressibvely in order to discourage 
non-economical substitutions between products. Fuel 
diversification should be considered as a positive 
factor for enerav conservation effects. ~here prices 
reflect the opportunity costs. 
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Pricino of enerov oroducts used bv industry and 
export oriented activities shouuld reflect the real 
costs, taking into account the general level of 
enerqy prices in the international market in order to 
preserve the comoetitiveness of the country. 

Pricing of energy product used by the general 
population should be compatible with the level of 
basic aoods and services. There is here a social 
constraint related to the average income of the 
population. especially in rural areas and the level 
of unemployment in the ocuntrv. 

t 

~!'!!.Lt.~~~y~il~t:>_j.l!J.y ___ _gf ____ f'=11}9? to carry out energy 
efficient investments. Suppliers of capital ~ay also be 
unaware of the pav-off from enerov savinq investments 
with short payback time and high returns. This barrier 
emphasizes the need for measures such as awareness 
campaigns. priority fbut not subsidiz~d) credit lines, 
equipment leasino and other financial easements. 

The c:_Q!Jl..Q.et.A.ti9_f"!_ between investments in production 
capaci~y and eneroy efficiP.ncy improvem~nts. There is 
often a bias in favour of the first category even 
thou9h investments in conservation technology mav 
have higher rate of return. 

Strong financial barrier could be if most production 
activities in the region are ~t~~~-9~Gg~. They often 
suffer financial deficits due to inefficiencies and 
long approval procedures related to budoet funding. A 
special barrier for manv developing countries is 
found in lar9e, energy intensive industries that are 
partially or fully QOVernment-owned. r1anaaement is 
commonly more oriented towards increasino production 
that to improving efficiencv. Government directives 
may be in this case a necessary measure. Either 
directly· or throuoh representatives on the board of 
directors the government mav have to produce such 
managements to initiate energv conservation measures. 
The situation in such industries is even worse when 
pricino is based on a cost-plus profit princiole so 
that it can pass on any inefficiencies to its 
customers without a direct economic penalty. Of 
course, on the lonoer term the economv of the country 
is penalized for the inefficiencies in its economcy. 
But this knowledoe is mostlv not an incentive for 
bureaucrats to ta~e action to do awav with these 
roadblocks on the way to improved efficiPncies. 

11 I 
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An other tioical barrier i~ that even with motivated 
mana9ements~ many comoanies will not ~ave q~~~i_f_!~~ 
ena_ineei:?_o_r __ ~o~•!.~.!IJ~nt to carry out energy audits. 
Many plants~ wiht capital-intensive orocesses~ will 
lack the instrumentation to assess and monitor energy 
balances. 

b./ Institutional-manaael!!~r:it barriers existing in developing 
countries are more or less tvpicul and thev are able to 
block an energy saving policy. The most important barriers 
and constraints are: 

- At;J_senc;~ of departments or dther ins ti tutionc.l 
agencies in a ~overnment with d clear responsibility 
for designing and implementino energy policies or 
programmes and littlP. legislative or requlatory 
framework supporting energy management 
responsibilities. Energy policiP.s often focus only on 
supply side considerations. 

~<;_~~-- p_f__ --~w~u~~r_1~s~ in oovernment, companies and 
individuals of the importance of energy conservation 
and the opportunities which exist for making savings. 

professionals because thev feel 
efficiency considerations do not 
significant prioritv. 

that energy 
deserve anv 

!t?~_hnic~J _ ___t_!lpw-b_q~ mav be 
tasks of desioning and 
conservation actions. 

inadeouate to start the 
implementing energy 

In~o_'!!~---.9.i~P-arH:ie? _ ... i.l~d ~~~_iaJ _.£.o_Qs}.~e.r~~.!9!1§. mav 
require subsidizino of enerqv prices or even 
rationing to provide poor consumers with basic energy 
needs. 

Ih~ _l~c;_J;: ___ pf __ .k_r:iowl_!?~Q? is an important general 
constraint, first of all the lack in method~logy 
knowledge: at government level how to design, start 
up and implement and enerqv conservation programme. 
At enterprise level how t~ identify energy 
conservation protects and if identified, how to 
manage a project and how to evaluate it. In transport 
at enterprise level how to maintain equipment 
properlv, at driver lPvel ho"' to dr·ive economically 
and how to maintain the car etc. 
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Barriers als~ can b~ find in the leoislat~9~: all 
laws and regulations pertinent to enerov use must be 
reviewed. Laws affectino the economies of ~nerov 
conservation projects must also be examined. Some 
laws and rec_mlations wil 1 need amendments~ new ones 
will need to be promulaated. The degrPe of 
intervention is directlv dependent on the economic 
system. 

~9n~availa~_!!~ty of suitable energy efficiency 
equipment and of energy measuringt instru~entation or 
monitoring facilities. 

It is generally agreed that in developing countries 
the di ff icul ty of technolc;igy_ __ tr~!.1.?Ler is often due to 
the ~vailability of adequate skilled personnel and to 
the complexity of the technology itself. This could 
be overcome bv strenohtenino technical cooperation, 
and regional i::enters ar-::a likely to_plav a major role 
in the future. 

The rapid ~rooress in technology 
processes Play cause some l,!~cer:~~Jr:iJ:"-. 

conservation projects, especially 
investments have to be undertaken. 

and advanced 
rl'.?qardinq energy 

when important 

Ihe ].~ck_ g.f ____ c::::o!l.f'.iQe.D.ce in new techniques not yet 
oroven on an industrial basis is also considered as 
major constraint in developing countries. 

In many wavs the !~_i;_i~ ______ 9:f ____ cogn;IJfla.t!~IJ between 
national research and development institutions and 
the industrial sector is a factor which explains 
partly the weakness of the contribution to enerov 
conservation activities. 

The presence of adequate local consulting and 
enoineering firms is also considered a pre-requisite 
condition to encouraoe participation of local 
enterprises in enerav conservation proorammes and to 
increase interest of countries to do so. 

The interest in the 
project~ as a mean to 
technical, leqal and 
implement these projects 
technical barrier. 

promotion of cooeneration 
enerqy savinqs. as well as 

economical constraints to 
can also be considered as a 

The precise identification of these b~rriers and constraints is 
a vital part of the activities involved bv the desioning phas~ 
of the national industrial ener9v conservation prooramme. Based 
on the appropriate identification of barriers the measures can 
be determined to overcome them. 

For the identifir.ation of barriers ;md c:onstr·.""int.s ~ nr\tion~J 

industrial en~roy survey could be very useful. because the 
relative impor~~nce ~nd the role of the barriers can be e~silv 
revealed by ahalyzinq the survey dat~ thorouohly (see chapt. 
IV). 
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IV. Developing Industrial Eriergy 
Conservation Programme 

The development of a national industrial energy conservation 
programme needs a special logistic for being successful. A 
successful programme generally has three phases: design, 
start-uo and implementation and monitoring. All these phases 
need appropriate institutional network, which is able to 
support and execute the necessary actions at national, regional 
and enterprise levels. These levels need again special 
consirleration, because the measures realizina the conservation 
programme vary according to the competencyt of the management 
belonging to the different levels. The realization of the 
programme is carried out bv implementation of the measures in 
three dimensions: financial/economic, institutional/management 
and technical. As the main aims of the measures are to overcome 
barriers and constraints hampering the rational use of energy 
in the industry. the classification of the 111easures is 
identical with that of the barriers. 

The de!?ig_l}__Rha~. is (or ought to be) initiated bv an e>:isting 
government agency (eq. ministrv of industry or ministry of 
energy) and involves: national industrial energy survey 
providing comprehensive data base of industr.ial energy use. 
Based on this knowledge it is possibl~ to identify the barriers 
to energy savings and to desio~ measures to overcome them. 

The P-h~~~.t_.~t~rt-1:1.1'. involves the finalization of the 
programme, i.e. the appropriate selection of the different 
measures, the actions necessary to implement these measures 
successfully e •· recruit and train auditors, conduct test 
audit, establish financing channels etc. At the end of the 
start-up phase some measures~ mainly institutional and 
financial ones are already accomplished or need to be under 
way, e.g. setting up appropriate orqanizations, launching 
awareness and information campaigns. 

The ini.pJ_~m..~!JJ_!"_: ... .9fl.-~.fl.9 ... mP..l:l i,_1;Q.I'." !f.!Q._ p_h~.~~- comprises the execution 
and tuning the conservation programme by setting up 
conservation targets and standards and conducting auditing 
programme, training managers etc. These activities - which also 
mean application of measures are usually the work of the 
energy conserv~tion center being generally responsible for the 
continuous monitoring and evaluation of the project results and 
for the assessment of the overall conservation policy in the 
industry. 
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The experience indicates that developinq a comprehensive 
industrial enerov conservation programme the following 
recommendations should be taken into consideration: 

the implementation of an effective energy conservation 
policy requires a special 9overnmental organization to 
conduct and supervise the unoerlying policy analysis, to 
guide and develop specific government initiatives a~d to 
ensure that the programme is carefully evaluated; 

the technical side of an energy conservation programme 
relies on the availability of adequate technolooical 
infrasturcture for the implementati~~ of energy saving 
measures. This infrastructure should be capable of 
producing technical solutions domestically or the capacity 
to assimilate them from other countries through technology 
transfer; 

economic incentives for the energv sector, such as taxes. 
tariffs, subsidies, have a fundamental importance for 
implementing the energy conservation measures needed for a 
national programme: 

energy conservation proorammes need to be 
evaluated periodicallv once they are under 
that policy objectives are being met with 
effectiveness. 

assessed and 
way to ensure 

a maximum of 

Recent years a number of developing countries have initiated 
programmes to prQmote enerov conservation. However, the general 
conclusion is, that despite these energy conservation efforts, 
only a fraction of the tremendous enerov conservation potential 
has been captured. especially for projects that require 
complex, techno-ec~nomic and financial assessment. It is due to 
the result of numerous technical. economic. financial, 
institutional and policy barriers which affect the ability and 
willingness of enerQy users to make energy conservation 
investments. 

IV.1. Energy Conservation Center 

From the lessons ~earned from well running energy conservation 
programme it is apparent that an entity dedicated solely to 
industrial eneroy conservation is .iustified to develop 
comprehen$ive prooramme. This entity could be called as an 
"eneray conservation centre''. havinq special autonomy~ advisin9 
the Government. questionir1q prevailinq habits, removing 
barriers, motivating market forces for industrial enerqy 
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conservation and initiatino specific enerov conservation 
actions when not driven bv market forces. The center·s scope of 
action comprises the following main fields: 

the firts task in developing a successful energy 
conservation programme is to establishd an adequate data 
base which describes all of energy related features of the 
economy. Even a simple sector level analvsis requires a 
large quantitv of data. The quantity and quality of data 
are of vital importance and, therefore, all energy related 
information must be carefully checked for its reliability 
and consistency; 

the identification of the potential at national level for 
energy conservation, even with a simple computer nodel. is 
of oreat assistance in defining and choosing different 
economic projections which include a supplv and demand 
balance. price projections and other socio-economic 
conditions; 

comparative analysis is needed to maki it possible to 
select the most effective energy conservation measures. 
rank them in order of priority and to evaluate the 
long-term impact of energy conservation measures on 
economic development; 

in desiqning a national energv conservation programme 
careful attention must be paid to enerov savinos which can 
be achieved by changes in the structure of industry. 
Growth in less eneov intensive sectors may overtake growth 
in industrial sector with a high energy intensity. These 
structural changes must be taken into acount when 
establishinq the order of priority of enerov conservation 
measures and allocation capital to them. 

The center's responsibilities can be classit~~d into four 
categories: plannino; monitoring and follow-up; awareness and 
information; and technical assistance. 

The center also provides services to clients and i~ able to 
offer and optimization of all required resources with respect 
to specific project involving technical, institutional and 
management and financial ones. To accomplish this goal the 
activities need to be focused on: 

collection of site-specific Pnergv. technical and 
economic-financial and institutional-manaoement data and 
inform~tion with a view to perform a present situation 
assessment; 
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to carry out a feasibility study to define the 
possibilities of improvement of the status quo and to meet 
the new requirements; 

definition of the ootions for energy conservation measures 
and determination of all actions required in achieving the 
defined energy conservation objectives. 

IV.2. tteasures to be Consider~d 

Developing countries show great variation ~n their approaches 
to and magnitudes of industrial conservation policy effort. 
Their response times have in oeneraJ been much longer than 
those of developed countries. ~nd there is also greater 
reliance on nonmarket~ administrative measures reflectino both 
the structure of the economies and a different approach to 
economic management. To overcome barriers hampering the 
rational use of energy in industry a well balanced approach to 
design and implementation policies is normally necessary 
involving financial/economic. institutional/management and 
technical issues and measures. The main task of the Energy 
Conservation Center is to select and initiate appropriate 
conservation measures. The most important items are: 

f inane ia l / ec_q!J_o_mJ.£_ .!'!~~??!-'Lf?S_;_ 

apply grants. which are effective to improve economv of 
the investment in tne industry. loans with low interest 
rates (soft loans>. which have many of the 
characteristics of orants. The effectiveness of grants 
and soft loans have been widely debated, althouqh in 
many countries they form the major part of incentive 
programmes; 

tax incentives, which are not always successful. and it 
is not used widely in the developing countries althouqh 
it is easy to implement and the application process is 
fairly easy for companies; 

set up appropriate pricing (price systems) for fuels and 
electricity. applv the economic costs as basis for the 
prices, avoiding destorted price structure relative to 
the price structure in the international markets and in 
rel at ion to suppl v eh1d demc:\nd conditions in the country 
concerned (destortion could be Mue to sub~idies, taxes, 
import duties etc.); 
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implement new approach to financina enerqy conservation 
investments such as hared-savings arrangement, joint 
venture arran~ement be~ween an enero.v user and external 
investor. energv service agreemPnt~ variable payment 
loan and other forms of third party tinancing. 

institutional. and ma~agement me~sures: 

analyze existing institutions and recommend changes and 
a comprehensive review of leoislation a~d regulations 
including pricing policy and proposal for modification: 

establish institutions orcvidi~o services for 
engineering~ audit and consulting support outside plants 
to implement conservation measures esoeciallv in-depth 
energy auditing at enterprise level. waste energy 
recovery and for continuous monitorina and suprvision of 
energy management issues; 

initiate, . organize and execute awarenes$ campaign for 
government. companies and individuals about the 
importance of enerav conservation and about the 
opportunities which exist for making savinqs; 

set up department or other 
government level fin 
responsibility for desion 
policies and for legislative 
supporting enerqy management 

institutional agencies at 
aovernment) with clear 
~nd implementing energy 
and/or regulatory measures 
is~ues: 

establish and operate advisorv service to provide 
information about available conservation programmes, 
technologies and techniques, this service is in addition 
to an energy conservation center: 

introduce coherent and comprehensive.energy efficiency 
standards for energy consuming equipmnet (e.g. 
refrigerators, hot water heaters~ transport vehicles), 
besides introduction advertisement C·tmpaigns are to be 
conducted by issuing booklets and guiders; 

set up independent workinq group, specialized team for 
adequate plannina and decision making at national and 
regional or local and enterprise level; 

establish organization structure responsible for 
development and conduct national energy survey on an 
adequate data base. "'h.ich wi l J be responsible for the 
identification of the constraints and barriers to energy 
savings and their possible removal. 
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at national level assure availabilitv of suitable energy 
efficient equipment and of energy measuring 
instrumentation or monitoring facilities, considering 
import and price restraints: 

energy housekeeping analysis, including fuel or energy 
carrier leaks. insulation problems, burners adjustment~ 
dirty surfaces~ improper operating pressure and 
temperature; 

waste energy reuse~ such as flue gas heat recovery and 
other recuperative energy transformation; 

cogeneration can be applied in ~3ny 

cycle, or as waste heat recovery 
heat demand: 

cases as bottoming 
for low temperature 

energy systems (heat~ steam~ electricity) improvements 
and process modification including load management to 
manage power peaks and installation of load shedding 
equipment; 

improved maintenance and retrofitting especially at 
electrical systems, e.g. installation of variable speed 
control, correction of power factor, installation of 
hiah efficiency motors, lighting. transformers etc.; 

provisions of technical assistance to overcome the lack 
of knowledge and technical expertise about possible 
energy efficiency possibilities or measures: 

improve arranaement~ for technological 
dissemination. 

innovation and 

The specifics of national energy conservation proqrammes vary 
from country to country, so measure-mix offering best results 
will also vary. It is the responsibility of the energy 
management to determine and correct from time to time the list 
of measures to be applied to achieve ~the optimum conservation 
outcome. 
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IV.3. Enterprise/Factory Level Conservation Issues 

As it is stated in para 11.2. the energy intensity of an 
industrial sector depends primarily on the structure~ as some 
industries consume large amounts of energy per unit of output, 
and energy consumption per unit of output also varies with the 
process used~ the efficiency of an·.,. process also depends on the 
fuel used~ the age of ·plant, operating/maintenance practices 
and operator skills. The low inc~me developing countries have 
relatively high energy intensity of their \ndustries and often 
only one or two energy intensive industrial subsectors consume 
more than 50 7. of the total industrial energy demand. In these 
cases it its worthwile to concentrate on these subsectors. 
because significant enerav ~~vinos could be achieved by 
implementation of few measures. The most important industries 
and possible technical measures are: 

metallurgy (iron, steel and non-ferrous metal). where the 
technical measures would be: 

reuse for enerqy purposes of blast furnace gases: 
reducing tl1e eneray demand of hot rollina through 
technological improvements and by increasing furnace 
efficiency; 
increasing the load- factors in high voltage aluminium 
arc furnaces: 
implementation of computer aided process control at 
blast furnaces and steel production with special 
attention paid to higher energy efficiency from 
monitoring and controlling eneray flows; 
reuse of waste materials which represent in the 
metallurgical sector for processes such as iron ~nd 
steel making, alumina and aluminium as well as other 
non-ferrous metal production, represents a large 
indirect energy saving potential. 

chemicals, in which the main technical issues are: 

optimization of fuel mix in the production of ene-qv 
consuming chemical products such as caustic sc a. 
fertilizers, PVC etc., which are the components of the 
typical pattern of production-in developing countries· 
chemical sector; 
introduction of continuous computerized monitoring 
systems to improve energy housekeepino with special 
regard to the peakload handlino of processes in chemical 
plants: 
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re-use of flash steam heat at condensation~ waste heat 
recovery from various coolinq systems anci stack gas 
waste heat recovery systems etc.: 

building materials; 
production are the 
point of view of 
materials sector, 
are: 

alass. tiles, brick making and cement 
most promising industries from the 
energy conservation in the building 

where the potential technical issues 

improvement of grinding processes in the cement industry 
by updating control svstems. increase the combustion 
efficiency in rotary .kilns. with lmproved combustion 
control systems and applyino new insulation materials; 
the introduction of new processes loaistics in lime 
production to apply the wider use of pre-crushing and 
reduce eneroy losses in cooling and transport; 
the improvement of waste heat recovery in the glass 
industry along with the better preparation of raw 
materials and computerized orocess control for furnaces: 
improvement of drying and application of sophisticated 
combustion control techniques in furnaces for bricks and 
tiles. 

fo~d processing industries: the most important sub-sectors 
are sugar, breweries and spirit production which are 
typical in developing countries. where the generally 
applicable technical measures are: 

the improvement of dryina appliances 
the more sophisticated design and 

and processes by 
operation of the 

devices; 
was tr- heat recovery in cor: Jensers. drvers and other 
latent heat utilization technoloqy: 
the implementaiton of minor modifications in 
sterilizino processes especially in the production of 
milk and condensed milk; 
upgrading, monitorino and controllinc;i processe!S. 
especially with the use of modeling techniques for 
different technologies. 

the waste and by-oroduct utilization 
is not sector spgci tic j ·1 the econom·..r. 
typical set of technical measures: 

for energy purposes 
but it also has a 

the introduction of technolooies to prepare diff&rent 
wastes for enerov use. Jn manv cases. only very simple 
devices or processes are needed; 
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in manv industries there is a huqe potential to usia 
residues and wastes for enerov purposes!' which need 
special technical expertise and economicallv attractive 
techniques; 
manufacturinq monitoring. control and automation 
equipment for different energy intensivP processes. 
wider application of micro-processor based control 
equipment to improve enerqy ef f icency and enhance the 
availability. reliabilitv and flexibility of industrial 
plant per.formance. Improved controls and instrumentation 
should have an immediate and strona effect on waste 
reduction. increasina savina. Sophisticated process 

. . ' 
control equipment could achieve larae waste reduction 
without and/or a very modest modification to existing 
technologies. 

housekeeping and operational improvement: it is a 
comprehensive summarv of measures to reduce energy 
consurnption that can be taken bv plant enaineer or plant 
operator at little or no cost in a short time!' such as: 

reGular control of efficency of boilers. includina 
measures on fuel consumption. flue oas temperature and 
CO/C02 content .• combustion air temperature. etc.; 
control of compressed air systems including temperature 
r~duction of the aspirated air, compressor maintenance, 
E: .::c. : 
control ~f steam or hot water svstems. includina 
condensate leak, water or steam lQa~, damaged or missing 
insulation etc.; 
others, such as heat recovery on wet gas steams 
recirculation on dryina svstems, improve economizer of 
boilers. condensing heat recuperating systems of both 
direct and indirect type, etc.: 

waste heat and recovery and reuse: 

flue gas waste heat recovery of boAlers and kilns. 
turbines etc., which renresent relatively high 
temperature source of eneray. methods and devices to 
reuse these Wdste energies: 
process steam condensate and refrigeration condensers. 
cooling zones of kilns and dryers outlet represent low 
temperature heat sources and its utilization needs more 
sophistic~ted economic/technical analysis. 

electric system improvements; it contains load management 
measures and enerqy savino study on: 

- electric motors for heating and ventilation systems: 

I 
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lighting ~hich m~nv times could be conne~ted to more 
efficient hioh intensitv lamps: 
reactive power consumotion arid j t.s ·compenr,ation ~ the 
necessary capi::\citiv"? power for compenstion: 
variable speed drives ~morove the operation of large 
fans and pumps bv matchina their speed to oow2r demand. 

process modification and coaeneration which does not need 
necessarily substantial chanoe in the processes applied by 
the production technoloaies. but mainl...,- contains 
components of minor modification, such as: 

change of burners: t 

incrPasing coolina capacity; 
installation of mixina fans to the preheatina zone etc. 

Cogeneration, which oenerally provides significant potenntial 
for savings~ denotes any form of joint production of elec~rical 
or mechanical energy and useful therm~! energy. either by 
producing electricity first and using the e>:hausted thermal 
enerqy for other purposes (toppino systems), or usinq thermal 
energy from a waste stream to produce power (bottoming system). 
Cogeneration benefits arise primarily from the higher overall 
efficiencies in a combination process compared with the cost of 
producing the needPd power and heat throu9h separate processes, 
so primary fuel cost Cr.ln be reduced substantially. typically 
between ten and thirty percent. 

For the improvement of plant/factory enerqy 
electricity load demand, peak load shedding 
vital importance. Plant level conservation 
involve offers to o·.rercome load manaaement 
technical measures for this purpose mav be: 

management the 
and timing have 
issues neec! to 

problems. Some 

the improved design. production and operational conditions 
for fans~ pumps and ventilators which could also result 
energy savings; 

improved load 
sophisticated 
application both 
regional grids; 

control and peak load shedding by 
specialized technoloQies, widespread 
for smal 1 industrial consumers .=-nd for 

upgrading lighting systems to help easing the peakload 
electricity demand. 

To develop i.e. to design, imple~ent and re-adjust successful 
industrial energy conservation proqramme is a very complex 
activity, the conservation objectives must be determined on the 
basis of the overall economics of production. To achieve 

economic patterns of eneray consumption in the longer term. 
developing countries need to reas~ess their industri~lization 
strategy. Choices involve not only basic technoloov. but also 
the subsec tor a 1 mb: of indu~tries that is best suited to the 
country's resources and comparative ftdvantaoes. But to achieve 
these aims oeneral lv they need e~:ooenous "'ssistance. 
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V. The Role of International Cooperation 
to l•prove Industrial Energy Efficiency 

in Develooinq Countries 

A gap exist in the developino countries with respect to the 
actual industrial eneroy conservation development and the 
potential energy saving in different sectors of their 
economies. The main aim of the transfer of e>:perience is to 
bridge that gap, so the basic objective is to provide valuable 
asssistance at country/regional/enterprise level to implement 
conservation measures. Most internat;onal development 
asssistance agencies have increased their efforts to assist 
developing countries in industrial energv rationalization. They 
are helping developing countries to make preliminary analyses 
of potential energy savings. to develop appropriate policy 
measures and prepare, appraise, implement and supervise 
individual energy-savin~ projects. These institutions can 
assist developing countries: 

analysis, identification, selection. development and 
contrQl of energy conservation opportunity; 

mobilization of government. 
financial resources; 

industrial. institute and 

assistance in all information, consultancv. trainino and 
project development tasks leading to the development, 
application, production, installation and proliferation of 
energy conservation projects.· measures and other policy 
issues. 

Financial/economic efficiency is a central objective of energy 
and conservation pl~nnino. so it is in many developing 
countries in the front-end of conservation assessment. 
Assistance provided by international cooperation should focus 
on the most vital topics, such as: 

fuel and energy prices, includino the problem of 
subsidies. Pricing policy should be based on the complex 
analysis of all factors involved in this issue: economic 
subsidies initialized bv the social-policy; 

set up proper system for taxes and tariffs. which s~ould 
be est~blished in such ~ wa/ that they would contribute to 
the clear formulation of accomplishment of enerQy 
conservation policy; 

I I I 
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assistance to overcome economic/financial barriers and 
constraints such as: limited· availabilitv of funds to 
carry out energy-efficiency investments, lack of simple 
shour-term financing for energy efficient equipment 
changes. insufficient funding of enterprises and 
government to invest in reducinQ energy costs and 
improving energy efficiency; 

providing analytical framework to evaluate alternative 
conservation opportunities against each other and against 
other investment opportunities in the energy sector. This 
type of consultancy consists of ansers to questions, such 
as: how an analyst compares the v~lue of different 
economic life spans, wht type of evaluation methods and 
criteria are available. how to access the evaluation 
criteria, how inflation and exchange rate affect the 
project evaluation etc.; 

initiate innovative approaches to financing enerqy 
conservation investments. initiate special financial 
arrangements sich a~ third oarty finan~ing etc. 

Assistance concerninq institutional/ffiana~ement issues should 
include: 

define the rule~. responsibilities and mood of operation 
of Qovernment agencies~ especiallv to avoid overlapping 
the roles of central. state or local authorities; 

many developinQ countries have 
conservation programme and some 
conservation center, but consultancy 
up and refining data banks, that 
country's enerqy balances. industrial 
mix, specific enerqy consumption; 

a national 
form of an 
is needed for 
include data 

products and 

energy 
energy 

settinq 
on the 

process 

developinQ 
identify, 
programme; 

and/or strenghtening this organization to 
reQulate and monitor the energy rationalization 

supervision of the design, startup and implementation and 
monitoring phases of the proQramme to ensure that its 
objectives are coherent and are efficiently executed; 

initiating studies of the feasibility 
attractiveness of suqQested measures that 
investment and· detailed expert analysis; 

and economi~ 

require more 

• 
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initiating studies to understand properly reasons for 
inadequate planning and decision-making structure, to 
modify unfavourable leaislation and regulations, to review 
pricing policies and propose ~edifications; 

setting up appropriate institutional 
recruiting and training auditors and to 
pt·ogramme; 

initiating international cooperation in 
dissemination of energy efficient 
equipment; 

t 

structure for 
develop auditing 

demonstration and 
technology and 

initiate and establish institutional bodies to design 
awareness and information responsibilities including 
carrying out promotional campaigns for enerov saving 
actions in all media, preparing energy conservation 
manuals for the most important industrial subsectors, 
collecting and disseminating statistical information on 
energy use, and organizing seminars and conferences on 
energy conservation. 

8. Assistar:i~.r:Qyid~Q_by _..!r::it.~r::r.,~t,i._1;1J!§l.L_£.D..Qpera_t_iQr:i for the 
developinQ.___£pu~tc~_§?_~J;___g_nt§?~prise level j_f.!rm level,_ 
inc lu.Q.!_Qg~_s_pec;_ial i~~d ins ti tut; ions_ .. _ e.o. research 
inst!_!yJ;es) -~9ul_Q_!2_e: 

set challenging but realistic goals to reduce enercy costs 
within defined time schedules; 

define priorities necessary to achieve to goals which mean 
the appropriate allocation of resources; 

assign management and 
achieving the goals and 
policy measures; 

supervisor responsibility for 
implementation of conservation 

monitor the progress of implementation of conservation 
measures and conservation policy programme in term of 
budget, schedule and accopmlishment; 

periodically evaluate the cost-benefits of different 
conservation measures and update programme goals; 

compare 
investment 

the return on investment 
with the economic fiqures 

investments; 

on 
of 

conservation 
other planned 

continue to lead and support the programme over the 
present period of vears to insure results • 
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The beneficiaries of these cooperations are the governments, 
responsible institutions for indutrial enerqy conservation and 
different enerqy consuminQ enterprises of the subject 
countries. The advantages 9ained by the assistance are: 

easv access to all available energy conservation related 
information on an international, national, sub-regional, 
regional basis in order to facilitate ·cost effective 
allocation of plant. human, financial and development 
resources; 

precise identification of credible shor~~ mediu~ and long 
term requirements and justify technolo~ical and project 
development expen~es in enoineerino. production, marketing 
and other services; 

determination of market opportunity and size, 
competitiveness and all other relavant factors to the 
development and industrialization of energy conservation 
technologies includino economies of scale, standards, 
maintenance. logistics. management etc; 

easy realization of transfer of technologies and engage in 
bilateral and/or multilateral conservation cooperative 
research and development and coproduction programmes in 
order to ensure cost-effectiveness and acceptable market 
share; 

objective definition of methods of market penetration 
whether by direct sales, technology transfer.or v.~rious 
investments e.g. Joint ventures are the better options; 

Pttain higher levels of coordination between governments~ 
istitutes, universities as well as regional and 

international organizations in order to develop 
collaboration in the use of all available energy 
conservation resourcs. 

To produce and gain these benefits an interactive and iterative 
process is required between all participants. The assistance to 
improve industrial energy rationalization..programmes provide 
considerable economic b~nefits to developing coutries in both 
·short and long terms. Thes~ ber fits include not only reducing 
a country's en~rgy import bills but also improving the 
internatior1c.l co111petitivenes of its industrial products 

• 

• 




